
Morning Briefing 

International

Asia Shares Mixed as Investors Weigh China Outlook: Markets Wrap (Bloomberg):
Stocks were mixed Tuesday amid fragile sentiment following a choppy session on Wall
Street and as investors tried to gauge China’s economic outlook.

Oil settles $3 lower on China COVID surge and firmer dollar (Reuters): Oil prices settled
around $3 lower on Monday, dragged down by a firmer U.S. dollar while surging
coronavirus cases in China dashed hopes of a swift reopening of the economy for the
world's biggest crude importer.

Political

Things moving for smooth appointment of COAS (The News): The new army chief is
now expected to be controversy-free as the PTI seems to have decided not to make the
incoming COAS controversial, whereas Nawaz Sharif has too learnt the lesson of
compromising seniority for the sake of a “loyal” army chief.

Economy

‘Global Shield’: Pakistan to be among the first to get G7 climate funding (The News):
Pakistan, Ghana and Bangladesh will be among the first recipients of funding from a G7
‘Global Shield’ initiative to provide funding to countries suffering climate disasters, the
program announced on Monday at the COP27 summit in Egypt, a British wire service
reported.

Default risks surge, 5-year CDS widens to 64.19pc (The News): Pakistan’s five-year
credit default swap, used to insure against restructuring or default, has sharply widened
as investors become wary of the country’s ability to meet its bond obligations. On
November 11 (Friday), the CDS increased by 394 basis points (bps) day-on-day to
64.19 percent, according to data from Arif Habib Limited. The CDS has surged by
4,210bps since October 11, 2022.

Pakistan has enough dollars to meet foreign obligations, says SBP governor (Dawn):
State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) Governor Jameel Ahmad said on Monday the country has
enough dollars in its coffers to meet foreign debt obligations.

Company & Sector

SNGPL pleads its case for tariff hike at Ogra hearing (Dawn): The Oil and Gas
Regulatory Authority (Ogra) on Monday organised a public hearing on a Sui Northern
Gas Pipelines Ltd (SNGPL) petition for the review of the estimated revenue requirement
for 2022-23, seeking an increase in the average prescribed gas price by Rs488.08 per
mmBtu from July 1.

POL products’ prices may be adjusted in PL (BR): The government may likely to adjust the
prices of petroleum products in petroleum levy (PL) which the government committed with
the IMF to increase each month. Sources in the petroleum sector said for the ex-refinery,
the pricing trend is slightly negative: around Rs1.6 per litre on petrol and Rs3 per litre on
high-speed diesel (HSD).

HSD: ECC allows increase in premium (BR): The Economic Coordination Committee
(ECC) of the Cabinet has allowed increase in premium on high-speed diesel (HSD)
subject to maximum capping at US$ 16.75 per barrel for importing Oil Marketing
Companies (OMCs) other than PSO for the month of November 2022.

Russia ready to offer coal, not LNG (BR): Russia has reportedly declined to sell Liquefied
Natural Gas (LNG) to Pakistan on short notice but is ready to offer coal, well informed
sources in Ministry of Energy (Petroleum Division) told.

Pakistan seeks UAE deal to import 1.5m tonnes of petrol annually (The News): The
government has decided to write a letter to the UAE government in the current week for
the initiation of a process to sign an inter-governmental agreement (IGA) paving way for
a government-to-government deal for the import of 1.5 million-ton petrol per annum.

SSGC denies reports about suspending regular gas supply to industry (BR): SSGC has
categorically clarified on the misguiding news circulating in media with regard to the
suspension of gas supplies to the industrial sector through below given statement. It may
be noted that SSGC has written letters to each industrial customer that has been using
gas for POWER GENERATION for suspension of gas supplies only for power generation
and not for their regular usage.

Disclaimer: The information contained in this report have been compiled by the research department of Next Capital Limited (NCL), from sources believed to be reliable and in good faith, but no
representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to their accuracy, completeness or correctness. Moreover, all opinions and estimates contained in the document constitute the
judgments of the sales department of NCL as of the date of this document and are subject to change without notice and are provided in good faith but without legal responsibility.

November 15, 2022
I ndex Leve l (% Change) 14-Nov 1d ∆ 1m ∆ 3m ∆ 6m ∆ 12m ∆

KSE 30 15,729    -0.4% 1.3% -3.0% -4.9% -11.3%

KSE 100 42,851    -0.6% 2.2% 0.0% -1.5% -6.3%

KSE All Share 29,120    -0.6% 2.0% -1.2% -1.5% -6.7%

Equ i t ies

1d 1m Avg. 6m Avg. 1d 1m Avg. 6m Avg.

KSE 30 73            55            66            4,742        4,636      4,831      

KSE 100 103         81            103          7,323        7,212      7,404      

KSE All Share 233         234          233          31,112      30,607   31,271    

14 -Nov 1m 3m 6m 12m CYTD

FIPI Net 0.60 (8.10) 19.71 7.36 (141.16) (21.54)

LIPI Net (0.60) 8.10 (19.71) (7.36) 141.16 21.54

Ind. (1.77) 8.63 28.22 77.10 156.09 126.57

Banks/DFIs (0.37) 5.82 6.05 27.29 96.25 78.81

Co's 2.73 2.56 0.50 29.63 117.84 64.04

M.Funds (0.51) (0.76) (14.21) (54.26) (147.96) (142.33)

Brokers (0.75) (3.80) 1.13 0.02 (11.46) (5.67)

Others 0.27 2.86 9.98 16.98 35.36 23.98

Ins. (0.23) 0.80 (37.12) (88.14) (90.84) (122.43)

NBFC 0.04 (8.01) (14.25) (15.98) (14.12) (1.39)

Sector  wise  (USD mn) FIP I I nd. Banks M.Funds Ins. Other

Gross Buy 3.17 28.05 0.39 0.85 0.07 11.38

Gross Sell (2.57) (29.82) (0.76) (1.36) (0.31) (9.08)

All other Sectors 0.36 (0.10) (0.02) (0.31) 0.02 0.05

Cement (0.01) 0.10 (0.06) (0.16) 0.00 0.13

Commercial Banks 0.09 (0.02) 0.05 (0.09) (0.08) 0.05

Fertilizer (0.03) 0.12 0.05 0.00 (0.17) 0.02

Food and Personal Care (0.24) 0.04 0.00 (0.04) (0.00) 0.24

E&P Companies 0.07 0.10 0.00 0.02 (0.01) (0.19)

OMC 0.14 0.05 (0.20) (0.03) (0.00) 0.05

Power Generation 0.03 (0.01) (0.02) (0.00) 0.00 (0.00)

Technology and Comm. 0.18 (2.05) (0.19) 0.13 0.00 1.94

Textile Composite 0.01 (0.01) 0.00 (0.03) (0.00) 0.02

Total 0.60 (1.77) (0.37) (0.51) (0.23) 2.29

Commodity Exchange Last  P r ice 1d ∆

WTI (bbl) 85.3          -4.1%

Brent (bbl) 92.5          -3.6%

Arab Light (bbl) 94.8          0.5%

Ethanol 2.2             0.0%

Polypropylene 0.4             0.0%

DAP (m.tons) 3,700.0     0.0%

Urea (m.tons) 2,634.0     1.2%

Cotton (37.32 Kg) 17,235.0  1.8%

Gold 1,769.5     -0.1%

Silver 21.9          1.1%

Copper 3.9             -1.4%

Iron ore 669.5        0.0%

Ruubber 16,250.0  0.0%

Current P revious Change 1d ∆

PKR/USD 221.69 221.64 0.0 0.0%

PKR/GBP 261.81 260.03 1.8 0.7%

PKR/EUR 229.31 226.90 2.4 1.1%

PKR/JPY 1.59 1.57 0.0 1.4%

PKR/AUD 148.69 147.28 1.4 1.0%

PKR/CAD 167.28 166.47 0.8 0.5%

PKR/AED 60.36 60.34 0.0 0.0%

Company Date Time Company Date Time

Pak Gulf Leasing Co. 15-Nov-22 3:30 PM 17-Nov-22 11:00 AM

Pakistan Telecom. Co. 16-Nov-22 11:00 AM 18-Nov-22 11:00 AM

Honda Atlas Cars 16-Nov-22 11:30 AM

Close P revious Change 1d ∆

SHCOMP- Shanghai 3,083      3,087       (3.9) -0.1%

SENSEX- India 61,624    61,795    (170.9) -0.3%

NIKKEI 225 - Japan 27,995    28,264    (268.9) -1.0%

UKX- FTSE 100 Index 7,385      7,318       67.1 0.9%

Heng Seng - HK 17,620    17,326    294.0 1.7%

KLCI - Malaysia 1,457      1,468       (11.3) -0.8%

CCMP - NASDAQ 11,196    11,323    (127.1) -1.1%

S&P 500 Index 3,957      3,993 (36) -0.9%

Last day closing.

Source: Mettis, PSX, NCCPL, Next Research
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Power sector needs 315,730 MTs of fuel in 3 months (BR): National Power Control Centre (NPPC) has determined the accumulated fuel requirement
of 315,730 MTs for power sector for three months, i.e., November and December 2022 and January 2023, subject to supply of 165 MMCFD of
RLNG each month, official sources told.

MCB added to MSCI Frontier Market Small Cap Index (BR): MSCI in its semi-annual review announcement on Nov-ember 10, removed MCB Bank
(MCB) from main FM Index and added it to MSCI frontier market Small Cap Index. Pakistan has now only two constituents left in MSCI FM index
which are Lucky Cement (LUCK) and Oil and Gas Development Company (OGDC).

NETSOL signs tri-partite contract with IGNITE (Mettis): NETSOL Technologies Limited (NETSOL) has signed a tri-partite contract with IGNITE-National
Technology Fund and Aviation City Pakistan, for setting up the operations of the National Incubation Center for Aerospace Technologies (NICAT).

Export-oriented textile sector sends out an ‘SOS’ (BR): :All Pakistan Textile Association (APTMA) has urged Prime Minister for intervention to save
export-oriented textile industry of Sindh and Balochistan from total closure due to unavailability of gas.

Uptick in exports to 9 regional states in July-September (Dawn): Pakistan’s exports to nine regional countries posted a paltry growth of 0.72 per cent
in the first quarter (July to September) of 2022-23 from a year ago, the latest data released by the State Bank of Pakistan showed.

ATIR Islamabad verdict; State of residence can tax on income from property in UAE (BR): According to a judgement of the tribunal issued on
Monday, the tribunal is of the considered opinion that there is no bar under the state of residence to impose a tax on income from property situated in
another state.
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